02PN20-LFA™

AUTOMATIC SCREENING OF PEOPLE WITH LUGGAGE AND BRIEFCASES FOR HI-POT-THREAT DETECTION

NOW AVAILABLE IN NORTH AMERICA
CEIA USA introduces the **02PN20 LFA™**, an **Extremely High-Throughput Walk-Through Detector**, for mass casualty screening of people with bags and luggage **for High-Potential-Threat Detection**.

Different than **ferromagnetic** detection devices (FMDS), the **02PN20 LFA™** provides **higher performances** as it detects both ferrous and non-ferrous mass casualty weapons with near-zero **nuisance alarm rate**, discriminating cellphones, tablet, laptop PC and other large metallic personal belongings.

The **02PN20 LFA™** is **compact and easy-to-install** and is available **both in panel and column antenna versions**. It is also available as a walk-through gate or with separate pillars for integrated applications.

### **02PN20 LFA™ HIGHLIGHTS**

- **DETECTION TARGET**
  High caliber assault weapons and other large mass casualties metallic threats

- **OPERATIONAL USE**
  Extremely high throughput with near-zero nuisance alarms, provides automatic screening of non-divested people along with their carry-on items

- **APPLICATION FIELDS**
  Cinemas, theaters, stadiums, amusement parks, metro stations, train stations, airports

- Ready to ship now

- Further data and practical demos available upon request

### **EXAMPLES OF 02PN20 LFA™ USE**

![Examples of 02PN20 LFA™ Use](image)

### **DIMENSIONS**

**FRONT**
- 46” / 53” (1165 mm / 1345 mm)
- 38.5” / 45.5” (975 mm / 1155 mm)

**PASSAGE WIDTH**
- 32” / 39.5” (820 mm / 1000 mm)
- 13.5” (340 mm)

**TOP**
- 80.5” (2040 mm)
- 46” / 53” (1165 mm  / 1345 mm)

**LATERAL**
- 16” (400 mm)

**16” (400 mm)**
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